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Key aims/success criteria

• I can look for clues in the picture to help me understand.

• I can use the clues to answer questions….

• I know there are no right or wrong answers as long as my ideas 
fit the picture

• I can answer the questions in a sentence using ‘because’ to 
explain



Look at the picture carefully
It is called ‘First flight’.



Then answer these questions
Remember to explain why you 
think whatever your answer is 
by using ‘because’ in your 
sentence.

• How are the owls related?

• Which owl is about to take its first flight? How do you know?

• How does the young owl feel about flying?

• What might it be thinking? Add a thought bubble to the picture.

• Is the older owl worried?

• What advice might the older owl give to the younger one?

•



Example answers (remember 
yours might be different but still 
make sense)

• How are the owls related? I think they are mummy/daddy and baby 
because they are together.

• Which owl is about to take its first flight? How do you know? It is the baby 
owl because a big owl already knows how to fly.

• How does the young owl feel about flying? The baby owl is scared 
because his eyes look scared.

• What might it be thinking? I think he is thinking ‘What will happen if I fall? 
Or my wings don’t work?.

• Is the older owl worried? No.  The older owl is wise because all owls are 
wise and he knows it will be alright.

• What advice might the older owl give to the younger one? He could say he 
is wise because that is what owls are so the baby should trust him.  He 
knows it will be alright because he loves the baby and wouldn’t ask him to 
do anything bad.

•


